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Scholarly Information Discovery in the Networked Academic Learning Environment Jul 18 2019 In the dynamic and interactive academic learning environment, students are required to have
qualified information literacy competencies while critically reviewing print and electronic information. However, many undergraduates encounter difficulties in searching peer-reviewed
information resources. Scholarly Information Discovery in the Networked Academic Learning Environment is a practical guide for students determined to improve their academic performance
and career development in the digital age. Also written with academic instructors and librarians in mind who need to show their students how to access and search academic information
resources and services, the book serves as a reference to promote information literacy instructions. This title consists of four parts, with chapters on the search for online and printed
information via current academic information resources and services: part one examines understanding information and information literacy; part two looks at academic information delivery in
the networked world; part three covers searching for information in the academic learning environment; and part four discusses searching and utilizing needed information in the future in order
to be more successful beyond the academic world. Provides a reference guide for motivated students who want to improve their academic performance and career development in the digital
age Lays out a roadmap for searching peer-reviewed scholarly information in dynamic and interactive cademic learning environments Explains how to access and utilize academic information
ethically, legally, and safely in public-accessed computing environments Provides brainstorming and discussion, case studies, mini-tests, and real-world examples for instructors and students
to promote skills in critical thinking, decision making, and problem solving
Urban Computing Sep 19 2019 An authoritative treatment of urban computing, offering an overview of the field, fundamental techniques, advanced models, and novel applications. Urban
computing brings powerful computational techniques to bear on such urban challenges as pollution, energy consumption, and traffic congestion. Using today's large-scale computing
infrastructure and data gathered from sensing technologies, urban computing combines computer science with urban planning, transportation, environmental science, sociology, and other
areas of urban studies, tackling specific problems with concrete methodologies in a data-centric computing framework. This authoritative treatment of urban computing offers an overview of the
field, fundamental techniques, advanced models, and novel applications. Each chapter acts as a tutorial that introduces readers to an important aspect of urban computing, with references to
relevant research. The book outlines key concepts, sources of data, and typical applications; describes four paradigms of urban sensing in sensor-centric and human-centric categories;
introduces data management for spatial and spatio-temporal data, from basic indexing and retrieval algorithms to cloud computing platforms; and covers beginning and advanced topics in
mining knowledge from urban big data, beginning with fundamental data mining algorithms and progressing to advanced machine learning techniques. Urban Computing provides students,
researchers, and application developers with an essential handbook to an evolving interdisciplinary field.
Network Security: Perspectives And Challenges Aug 11 2021
Semantic Keyword-Based Search on Structured Data Sources Nov 14 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Second COST Action IC1302
International KEYSTONE Conference on Semantic Keyword-Based Search on Structured Data Sources, IKC 2016, held in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, in September 2016. The 15 revised full
papers and 2 invited papers are reviewed and selected from 18 initial submissions and cover the areas of keyword extraction, natural language searches, graph databases, information retrieval
techniques for keyword search and document retrieval.
Semantic Keyword-Based Search on Structured Data Sources Jan 16 2022 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third COST Action IC1302
International KEYSTONE Conference on Semantic Keyword-Based Search on Structured Data Sources, IKC 2017, held in Gdańsk, Poland, in September 2017. The 13 revised full papers and
5 short papers included in the first part of the book were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The second part contains reports that summarize the major activities and
achievements that have taken place in the context of the action: the short term scientific missions, the outcome of the summer schools, and the results achieved within the following four work
packages: representation of structured data sources; keyword search; user interaction and keyword query interpretation; and research integration, showcases, benchmarks and evaluations.
Also included is a short report generated by the chairs of the action. The papers cover a broad range of topics in the area of keyword search combining expertise from many different related
fields such as information retrieval, natural language processing, ontology management, indexing, semantic web and linked data.
The Everything Inventions And Patents Book Jul 30 2020 The Everything Inventions and Patents Book is your step-by-step guide to turning your bright idea into a lucrative enterprise. Authored
by two successful inventors and businesswomen, this guide shows you how to make your brainchild profitable! With information on everything from protecting your idea, to learning whom you
can trust, The Everything Inventions and Patents Book sets you on the right path toward turning your wildest dreams into tangible, patented reality! Includes vital tips on: Patent law Sales and
marketing Developing your idea into a workable plan Filling out a patent application Getting your invention off the ground floor The Everything Inventions and Patents Book is the only resource
you need for creating and protecting your idea, your investment, and your future.
Machine Learning and Big Data Analytics Paradigms: Analysis, Applications and Challenges Oct 01 2020 This book is intended to present the state of the art in research on machine learning
and big data analytics. The accepted chapters covered many themes including artificial intelligence and data mining applications, machine learning and applications, deep learning technology
for big data analytics, and modeling, simulation, and security with big data. It is a valuable resource for researchers in the area of big data analytics and its applications.
Health Informatics Nov 21 2019 Health informatics (also known as biomedical and health informatics or just plain informatics) is the field concerned with the optimal use of data and
information, usually aided by technology, to improve individual health, healthcare, public health, and biomedical research. The goal of this book is to provide a comprehensive introduction to
the major areas of the field, both for those who are just beginning their studies or are already working in the field. This 8th edition reflects the current knowledge of the field and provides
learning objectives, extensive references, and additional readings.
Digital Media and Innovation Aug 19 2019 Digital Media and Innovation, by Richard A. Gershon, takes an in-depth look at how smart, creative companies have transformed the business of
media and telecommunications by introducing unique and original products and services. Today's media managers are faced with the same basic question: what are the best methods for
staying competitive over time? In one word: innovation. From electronic commerce (Amazon, Google) to music and video streaming (Apple, Pandora, and Netflix), digital media has
transformed the business of retail selling and personal lifestyle. This text will introduce current and future media industry professionals to the people, companies, and strategies that have proven
to be real game changers by offering the marketplace a unique value proposition for the consumer.
Query Reformulation for Keyword Searching in Mediator Systems Jan 24 2020
An Introduction to XML Query Processing and Keyword Search May 20 2022 "An Introduction to XML Query Processing and Keyword Search" systematically and comprehensively covers the
latest advances in XML data searching. It presents an extensive overview of the current query processing and keyword search techniques on XML data, including XML labeling schemes,
indexing, processing on order and un-order XML tree patterns, XML query optimization, results estimation, and XML keyword searches, which are elaborated in separate chapters. Graduate
students and researchers in the field of XML data searching will find this book an invaluable resource. Prof. Jiaheng Lu is an associate professor at Renmin University of China’s School of
Information.
Key Stage 2 Word Search Dec 23 2019 Key Stage 2 Word Search Puzzles Key Stage 2 Word Search Puzzles will help young students develop their visual acuity for recognizing spelling
words. The Key Stage 2 Word search Puzzle was specifically designed for Key Stage 2 Students and it asks them to find spelling words in a grid of letters. Key Stage 2 Word search Puzzle are
a great way to keep your kids busy while teaching them vocabulary word recognition and spelling 50 Key Stage 2 Word Search Puzzles It keeps students busy Word Search for Kids Ages
6-10: 100 Word Search Puzzles It improves their vocabulary skills It helps in word recognition It improves their spelling skills 50 Large Prints Second Grade Word Search Suited for Key Stage
2 students
Friends Word Search Puzzle Jul 22 2022 Friends Word Search Puzzle bookThis a Great Gift for Friends Series Lover This "Friends Word Search Puzzle Book" has more than 1.100 "word
searches puzzle" about Friends Seasons or Series. Each of the puzzles relates to the locations, characters, and actors featured in the show. A treasure trove of fun and challenges all about the
characters, actors, creators, and locations surrounding the hugely popular TV show "Friends". The words in this book may be found in normal reading order (left to right), they may be
backwards (right to left), they may be vertical (either top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top), and they may also be on the diagonals, level from easy to difficult. Large Print with 8x10 paper size. Fun to
do and easy on the eyes. Enjoyable, Relaxing, and good effect for brain. I am delighted to make "Friends Word Search Puzzle Book". Surely I want to bring exciting laughter to readers when
reading this book. I hope it was so well-received of Friends fans all over the world. Fun, large-type challenges for fans of the TV show "Friends". And don't forget to leave a comment so I am
aware clearly and make the better next book.
Basic Legal Research for Criminal Justice and the Social Sciences May 28 2020 This essential primer on legal research is written specifically for criminal justice and social sciences students.
The book's basic, how-to approach makes it suitable not only as a guiding text for research courses, but also as a key supplementary text for courses in which legal research is a secondary
requirement. Stripped of the cumbersome information found in similar texts for legal students, this slim essentials book gives criminal justice and social sciences students the tools they need for
successful research.
Health Sciences Literature Review Made Easy Apr 07 2021 Reference tool to aid students, researchers, and clinicians across all health disciplines. Addresses conducting a search of literature
using electronic databases, organizing journal articles, choosing topics to abstract, and creating abstracts of research articles to write a synthesis of the literature.
INTELLIGENCE AND PRIVATE INVESTIGATION May 08 2021 While many books have been written about private investigation, this text is different in that it does not deal with the subject
from traditional perspectives. It examines how private investigation has grown, particularly since 9-11, into an exacting and sophisticated occupation. The book looks at the key issues in what it

describes as private intelligence; that is, intelligence activities practiced by operatives other than law enforcement, national security, or the military. Eleven world experts contribute chapters
addressing key practice issues concerning the skills, abilities, and knowledge necessary in the new realm of private intelligence. The initial three chapters provide a report on present-day
private intelligence and offer an overview of the specifics of intelligence issues that follow. Eleven subsequent chapters take the reader progressively through various intelligence-related
subjects. Major topics presented include: skills for intelligence-led private investigators, open source intelligence, target profiling, fraud intelligence, political intelligence, anti-terrorist and antigang intelligence, illicit organizations and financial intelligence, counterintelligence, clandestine communication methods, preparing a prosecution brief, legal issues for intelligence-led private
investigators, and ethical issues for intelligence-led private investigators. Additionally, the text contains several features that will appeal to both students and instructors. These include a set of
key terms and phrases, a number of study questions, and learning activities in each chapter. Written in a clear and concise style, the text provides a foundation of practical and useful
information. It will be a most important and unique resource for undergraduate students in private investigation courses as well as intelligence practitioners and general readers interested in selfdevelopment study.
Keyword Search for Recruiters Oct 13 2021 In searching today's database and search engines yesterday's methods don't work. In Keyword Search for Recruiters, veteran Recruiter and
Sourcing Consultant Moises Lopez shares the breakthrough methods for effective searching that he has introduced to hundreds of recruitment professionals across the country. Moises'
premise is simple: Search results are directly proportional to our ability to control the database algorithms. Only when we can control the elements that affect keyword performance can we
achieve effective results and unleash the power of search strings. Keyword Search for Recruiters takes recruitment professionals on a journey of discovery that explains why irrelevant results
happen through their search strings and how they can be changed. He breaks down vast amounts of information into interesting narratives that range from keyword performance principles to
the applications of Boolean operators and advanced search engine commands. From core principles to proven tricks, Keyword Search for Recruiters can transform the way you search,
showing you how to get results for even the toughest of searches. Keyword Search for Recruiters: Explains the elements that affect keyword performance Explores Boolean operators and
modifiers Covers advanced search engine commands and provides strategies for using them Provides the techniques to pinpoint and correct the underlying causes of search string problems in
clear, friendly, easy-to-follow language
Searching the ASRS Database Using QUORUM Keyword Search, Phrase Search, Phrase Generation, and Phrase Discovery Feb 17 2022
Applied Social Research: A Tool for the Human Services Jun 09 2021 Presenting social science research methods within the context of human service practice, APPLIED SOCIAL
RESEARCH is the ideal text for courses focused on applied research in human services, counseling, social work, sociology, criminal justice, and community planning. With in-depth coverage
of all the topics taught in traditional social science research methods courses, APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH brings the subject to life by showing how research is increasingly used in practice
today. In addition, this fully updated edition includes a thought-provoking Eye on Ethics feature and new and revised Research in Practice vignettes. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Guide for Implementing a Patent Strategy Jan 04 2021 This book is aimed at the innovators who drive the advances from which we all benefit. This includes scientists, engineers,
technicians, managers, and entrepreneurs who want to financially benefit from their innovations. The book describes how to build patent portfolios that will properly protect your technology and
be of financial benefit. The tools that innovators need to have to generate patents are presented in detail.
PC Mag Feb 23 2020 PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and
practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
E-Discovery Sep 12 2021 Examines recurring litigation issues in the area of e-discovery in an accessible question-and-answer format, offering insight into the thorny issues and referencing
specific cases to make research quicker and easier. Original.
Nutrition Research: Concepts and Applications Jun 28 2020 Nutrition Research: Concepts and Applications, Second Edition assists students in developing the skills necessary to become
knowledgeable consumers of research, conduct and document research projects, and using research findings in the classroom and in supervised practice. The Second Edition makes research
articles approachable and understandable so students can feel confident reading and interpreting not just primary research, but also narrative and systematic reviews. In turn, this text also
helps students understand and access practice guidelines to enable their participation in evidence-based nutrition and dietetics practice. Nutrition Research, Second Edition provides numerous
examples of concepts, ample practice opportunities using questions tied to actual studies, and occasions for step-by-step mastery of concepts. This valuable text starts with the basics and is
comprehensive in its approach, making it ideal for undergraduate students as well as graduate students.
Handbook of Computer Networks and Cyber Security Feb 05 2021 This handbook introduces the basic principles and fundamentals of cyber security towards establishing an understanding of
how to protect computers from hackers and adversaries. The highly informative subject matter of this handbook, includes various concepts, models, and terminologies along with examples and
illustrations to demonstrate substantial technical details of the field. It motivates the readers to exercise better protection and defense mechanisms to deal with attackers and mitigate the
situation. This handbook also outlines some of the exciting areas of future research where the existing approaches can be implemented. Exponential increase in the use of computers as a
means of storing and retrieving security-intensive information, requires placement of adequate security measures to safeguard the entire computing and communication scenario. With the
advent of Internet and its underlying technologies, information security aspects are becoming a prime concern towards protecting the networks and the cyber ecosystem from variety of threats,
which is illustrated in this handbook. This handbook primarily targets professionals in security, privacy and trust to use and improve the reliability of businesses in a distributed manner, as well
as computer scientists and software developers, who are seeking to carry out research and develop software in information and cyber security. Researchers and advanced-level students in
computer science will also benefit from this reference.
A Guide to Library Research in Music Mar 06 2021 A Guide to Library Research in Music introduces the process and techniques for researching and writing about music. This informative
textbook provides concrete examples of different types of writing, offering a thorough introduction to music literature. It clearly describes various information-searching techniques and librarybased organizational systems and introduces the array of music resources available. Each chapter concludes with learning exercises to aid the students' concept application and skill
development. Appendixes provide short cuts to specific topics in library organizational systems, including Library of Congress Subject Headings and Classification. The concluding bibliography
provides a quick overview of music literature and resources, emphasizing electronic and print publications since 2000, but including standard references that all music researchers should
know.
NBS Technical Note Mar 26 2020
The Process of Research in Psychology Jun 16 2019 Author Dawn McBride covers the basic material you would expect to find in a methods text, but organizes material into chronological
steps that cover designing, conducting, and presenting a psychology research study. The text includes: - End-of-chapter quizzes, a student website, and a lab manual enabling students to test
themselves and practise what they learn - Examples and activities employed in each chapter come from a wide range of psychological settings, giving students a useful overview of real
research being done in the field A version of the book is available with Student Version SPSS 17.0
Industrial IoT Technologies and Applications Dec 03 2020 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Second International Conference on Industrial IoT
Technologies and Applications, IoT 2017, held in Wuhu, China, in March 2017. The volume contains 25 papers carefully reviewed and selected from 41 submissions focusing on topics such as
big data, cloud computing, Internet of things, areas of control, mobile computing, and security.
A Computer Data Base System for Indexing Research Papers Apr 26 2020
Keyword Intelligence Oct 25 2022 A unique book on the art and science of keyword research Keyword research can make or break a marketing campaign, an optimization strategy, and payper-click ad campaigns. Written by a keyword research expert, this essential resource drills home the importance of targeting the right keywords or phrases in order to get traffic from search
engines and social media channels. Author Ron Jones imparts his wisdom and experience for determining which keywords will work based on a searcher's intent and he shows you how to
research social, mobile, and video marketing tools that can ultimately become the foundation of a marketing campaign. Boasts detailed how-to information from one of the world's leading
keyword research experts Helps you learn how to craft a successful keyword campaign and capture a coveted spot on the first page of a results page Pares down the essential information you
need to know to use available tools to get keyword suggestions, forecast web site traffic, perform competitive research, and analyze results Walks you through how to best apply keywords to
SEO and PPC campaigns as well as gain visibility with mobile marketing and integrate with traditional marketing efforts Features case studies, examples, tutorials, tips, and previously
undocumented techniques No matter your level of experience working with keywords, Keyword Intelligence is the ultimate guide for learning how to best conduct keyword research and craft
winning marketing campaigns.
Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications Jul 10 2021 This book constitutes the proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications,
WASA 2015, held in Qufu, Shandong, China, in August 2015. The 36 revised full papers presented together with 5 revised short papers and 42 invited papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 133 initial submissions. The papers present current trends, challenges, and state-of-the-art solutions related to various issues in wireless networks. Topics of interests include
effective and efficient state-of-the-art algorithm design and analysis, reliable and secure system development and implementations, experimental study and testbed validation, and new
application exploration in wireless networks. .
From Keyword Search to Exploration Jun 21 2022 Web search has already transformed the way people find travel information, cope with health problems, explore their family history, or
discover their cultural heritage. The enterprising researchers and designers who strive to support the ever-rising expectations are developing finer taxonomies of usages, richer cognitive
models of information seeking, and more effective evaluation strategies. This carefully structured monograph reports on these efforts and the variety of interface innovations that surround novel
visualizations of search results. It lays out the territory for researchers and designers who wish to support the growing number of users who are eager to explore freely and discover
successfully.
Keyword Search in Databases Aug 23 2022 It has become highly desirable to provide users with flexible ways to query/search information over databases as simple as keyword search like
Google search. This book surveys the recent developments on keyword search over databases, and focuses on finding structural information among objects in a database using a set of
keywords. Such structural information to be returned can be either trees or subgraphs representing how the objects, that contain the required keywords, are interconnected in a relational
database or in an XML database. The structural keyword search is completely different from finding documents that contain all the user-given keywords. The former focuses on the
interconnected object structures, whereas the latter focuses on the object content. The book is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we highlight the main research issues on the structural
keyword search in different contexts. In Chapter 2, we focus on supporting structural keyword search in a relational database management system using the SQL query language. We
concentrate on how to generate a set of SQL queries that can find all the structural information among records in a relational database completely, and how to evaluate the generated set of
SQL queries efficiently. In Chapter 3, we discuss graph algorithms for structural keyword search by treating an entire relational database as a large data graph. In Chapter 4, we discuss
structural keyword search in a large tree-structured XML database. In Chapter 5, we highlight several interesting research issues regarding keyword search on databases. The book can be
used as either an extended survey for people who are interested in the structural keyword search or a reference book for a postgraduate course on the related topics. Table of Contents:
Introduction / Schema-Based Keyword Search on Relational Databases / Graph-Based Keyword Search / Keyword Search in XML Databases / Other Topics for Keyword Search on Databases
Semantic Keyword-based Search on Structured Data Sources Dec 15 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the First COST Action IC1302

International KEYSTONE Conference on semantic Keyword-based Search on Structured Data Sources, IKC 2015, held in Coimbra, Portugal, in September 2015. The 13 revised full papers, 3
revised short papers, and 2 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 22 initial submissions. The paper topics cover techniques for keyword search, semantic data
management, social Web and social media, information retrieval, benchmarking for search on big data.
Keyword Basics Apr 19 2022
Successful Keyword Searching Mar 18 2022 Empowers students to search on-line successfully for 144 of the most popular research topics using the keywords, key people, organizations, and
web sites found in this book.
Design, Performance, and Analysis of Innovative Information Retrieval Nov 02 2020 Daily procedures such as scientific experiments and business processes have the potential to create a
huge amount of data every day, hour, or even second, and this may lead to a major problem for the future of efficient data search and retrieval as well as secure data storage for the worlds
scientists, engineers, doctors, librarians, and business managers. Design, Performance, and Analysis of Innovative Information Retrieval examines a number of emerging technologies that
significantly contribute to modern Information Retrieval (IR), as well as fundamental IR theories and concepts that have been adopted into new tools or systems. This reference is essential to
researchers, educators, professionals, and students interested in the future of IR.
Keyword Search in Databases Sep 24 2022 It has become highly desirable to provide users with flexible ways to query/search information over databases as simple as keyword search like
Google search. This book surveys the recent developments on keyword search over databases, and focuses on finding structural information among objects in a database using a set of
keywords. Such structural information to be returned can be either trees or subgraphs representing how the objects, that contain the required keywords, are interconnected in a relational
database or in an XML database. The structural keyword search is completely different from finding documents that contain all the user-given keywords. The former focuses on the
interconnected object structures, whereas the latter focuses on the object content. The book is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we highlight the main research issues on the structural
keyword search in different contexts. In Chapter 2, we focus on supporting structural keyword search in a relational database management system using the SQL query language. We
concentrate on how to generate a set of SQL queries that can find all the structural information among records in a relational database completely, and how to evaluate the generated set of
SQL queries efficiently. In Chapter 3, we discuss graph algorithms for structural keyword search by treating an entire relational database as a large data graph. In Chapter 4, we discuss
structural keyword search in a large tree-structured XML database. In Chapter 5, we highlight several interesting research issues regarding keyword search on databases. The book can be
used as either an extended survey for people who are interested in the structural keyword search or a reference book for a postgraduate course on the related topics. Table of Contents:
Introduction / Schema-Based Keyword Search on Relational Databases / Graph-Based Keyword Search / Keyword Search in XML Databases / Other Topics for Keyword Search on Databases
Health Sciences Literature Review Made Easy Aug 31 2020 Health Sciences Literature Review Made Easy: The Matrix Method, Fifth Edition describes the practical and useful methods for
reviewing scientific literature in the health sciences. Please note that an access code to supplemental content such as Appendix C: Data Visualization is not included with the eBook purchase.
To access this content please purchase an access code at www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781284133943/.
Getting IT Right - ICT Skills Students' Book 1 (Levels 3-4) Oct 21 2019 Pupil-focused material allows independent learning and progress at individual rates. For the more able, extension
materials are provided. A learning unit structure provides maximum flexibility in the classroom, with suggested lesson plans for non-IT specialists. Targets at the start of each unit of work are
reviewed at the end for complete consolidation. Schemes of work facilitate planned delivery across timetabled ICT and subject-related lessons. Three differentiated skills books work in parallel
to cater for a broad ability range throughout Years 7-11.
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